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Prr-Pee r (du du du\ dp dp M ?{iï + uirr+wirz) = idfr + -k+-( dw dw dw\ dp dp p
The extensions are* du/dr, u/r, dw/dz. and the shear du/dz+ dw/dr.
Hence f du u dw Prr^-P + ^-â-' P..--.P + 2M-, p,z=-p + 2p-^,
I du dw\
The equation of continuity is % du u dŵ ^ + -, + ^ = °' and the boundary conditions are (4) u = w = 0 when r = a.
The simplest solution of these equations is § dw dw dp dp u = -irr = -^-= -=-= 0, -=r-« constant, dt dz dr dz and the mean velocity of flow is ¡j_<*f 8P 8p ~dz' § 3. Steady non-rectilinear motion.
For some minimum value of U, to be determined, permanent eddying motion is possible, that is, the rectilinear motion is unstable.
The mean motion is still rectilinear but u is no longer zero at any particular instant.
We assume then that
where to is a function of r, and u and w are periodic functions of r and z whose mean values are zero.
The method used by Reynolds is to calculate the average rate of increase of the motion u = it', w = w', which is the motion relative to the mean motion u = 0, w = w, for a volume of liquid extending to the boundaries of the liquid. Multiplying (6) by pu' and pw' respectively and adding to the preceding equations,
Taking mean values, we have the equations of mean motion Multiplying (8) by r and integrating r2 dp dw rpuw -.^-£ + llr-+C.
Since this holds for r = 0, we have C = 0. Hence <9) dw r dp -,-- §5. The energy of the relative motion. Subtracting (7) and (8) from the preceding equations we have for the relative motion,
Multiplying these equations by u , and w respectively, adding, and taking mean values,
Integrating over the section of the pipe and by parts on the right hand side, dividing by 2tt, and remembering that u , w vanish on the boundary, we obtain the equation J0 \dt + fi dz) &*(** + ™2)rclr = Ja-pu^i7-£rdr
where, in the second integral on the right, mean values are to be taken. The left hand side of this equation is the average rate of increase of the energy of the relative motion of a length 1/27T of liquid in the pipe.
Hence we have Reynold's criterion for the possibility of permanent eddying motion expressed in cylindrical coordinates, namely, do, -jf^^.^£,jr[s(^)'+s(-'y where, in the integrand on the right, mean values are to be taken.
The interpretation of equations (9) and (10) is that in order to maintain the relative as well as the mean motion an increased pressure gradient is necessary and the additional energy is dissipated in the relative motion, the right-hand Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 34 [October integrand of (10) being Stokes's dissipation function expressed in cylindrical coordinates. § 6. Determination of a possible relative motion.
The solution of the continuity equation (6) Hence from (9) we find, neglecting u'w , the left-hand side of equation (10) equal to 1900.
P-
Reynolds' result for the flow between two parallel planes a distance 26 apart is Pand because the hydraulic mean depth for a cylinder radius a is \a and for two parallel planes is b he inferred that for a cylinder -lOSl. p § 7. Flow between parallel planes. When the motion is the same in planes parallel to the xy plane the equations of motion are * \dt+U dx + V dy)~ dx + dy ' 'Pjn, dy '
( dv dv dv\ dp,,, dp P{fAt+Udx+Vdy)-dx + where~ du a du P" = -P + 2P-ÔX' P" =-P + ^ô-y-> The simplest solution of these equations is du dp dp 1 dp V= ¿),;=cV = °' ^=C011Stant' "-2m dx(y ~bâ nd the mean velocity of flow is 3/i dx *Lamb, Hydrodynamics, pp. 512-520.
Using the method of the preceding problem we find for the equation of mean motion d(u'v') dp d2ü
and the criterion of stability, To determine dul dy we have, on integrating (11),
-;-; 3» dû Now » » is an odd function of y and so is du/dy since the mean motion is symmetrical with respect to the planes y = ± 6. Hence C is zero and approxi-_ mately dû y dp SUy dy~ p dx~ b2
Hence the left hand side of (12) The coefficients of .42 and B2 being nearly equal, he determines the minimum value of U by assuming A = B.
It is interesting to notice that his value for v' vanishes midway between the planes and u is there a maximum whereas the values here adopted give a maximum value of v midway between the planes, which seem to be more in accordance with experiments.
Using the method of the preceding problem we find a minimum value of XI given by M Up -«(i)*.
when L= 1.398 and A/B = 4.03.
Hence our final result is that the motion is unstable when »aBiiT.
Reynolds' result is 517.
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